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Introduction
The problem of enumerating (i.e., listing) all graphs in particular classes of graphs is a fundamental and important issue not only in graph theory but also in many other applications such as chemoinformatics. Our research group has been developing algorithms for enumerating chemical graphs that satisfy given various constraints [6] , [8] , [9] . The pioneering work for enumerating chemical graphs performed by Caley [2] was dedicated to enumerating structural isomers of alkanes, and a century later several studies based on computational methods followed [3] . Other applications of enumerating chemical graphs include reconstruction of molecular structures from their signatures [5] , classification of chemical compounds [4] and virtual exploration of chemical universe [10] . Motivated by the fact that 94.3% of chemical compounds in NCI chemical database have outerplanar structures [7] , we have designed efficient branch-and-bound algorithm for enumerating treelike chemical graphs [6] , [9] , which are based on the tree enumeration algorithm due to Nakano and Uno [11] , and implementations of these algorithms are available on our web server * . We aim to continue providing efficient enumeration algorithms for wider classes of graphs than trees such as cacti and outerplanar graphs on our web server.
To facilitate such development of algorithms, the authors recently proposed a general enumeration scheme for classes H of "rooted graphs with a reflective block structure" [14] , [15] . A reflective block means a rooted biconnected component which may admit reflective symmetry around its root. A rooted graph with reflective block structure consists of reflective blocks, where we consider the free symmetry among the siblings of each cut vertex; i.e., we do not distinguish any permutation of the siblings from others. The proposed scheme [14] , [15] allows us to develop only an efficient enumeration algorithm for the class B of the reflective blocks without designing any algorithm for enumerating entire graphs; i.e., plugging an enumeration algorithm for the class B into our scheme automatically yields an enumeration algorithm for the class H of the graphs that consist of those reflective blocks without repetition. For example, a cactus is a graph which consists of cycles such that no two cycles share more than one vertex, where each rooted cycle can be regarded as a reflective block. The scheme can yield an algorithm that generates rooted cacti in O(1)-time delay just by designing an O(1)-time delay algorithm for the class of rooted cycles. Therefore, to develop algorithms for various classes of graphs with a reflective block structure, it is important to study the structure of reflective blocks from an algorithmic view point.
In this paper, we study how to generate biconnected rooted outerplanar graphs without delivering two different plane embeddings of the same rooted graph. From a view point of chemical synthesizability, it would be desirable to introduce a function that can control the size of faces. Hence we also show how to achieve generation while bounding face size.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After Sect. 2 introduces basic notations on outerplanar graphs and describes the main result of the paper, Sect. 3 defines "pseudo-symmetry" and "left heaviness" to define a canonical form of blocks. Section 4 defines parents of blocks, and Sect. 5 characterizes the children of a block. Section 6 describes our enumeration algorithms, one generates symmetric blocks and the other asymmetric blocks. Section 7 makes some concluding remarks.
Preliminaries
A component of a graph is a maximal subgraph in which every two vertices (if exist) are linked by a path (possibly a component consists of a single vertex). A graph is called connected if it has only one component. A vertex in a connected graph is called a cut-vertex if its removal results in a disconnected graph. A connected graph is called bicon-nected if it has no cut-vertex.
In a rooted graph, a vertex is designated as its root. Two rooted graphs H 1 and H 2 are isomorphic if and only if their vertex sets admit a bijection by which the root and the incidence-relation among vertices and edges in H 1 correspond to those in H 2 .
A graph is called planar if it admits a plane embedding, i.e., a drawing such that its vertices and edges can be drawn as points and curves on the plane so that no two curves intersect except for their endpoints. In a plane embedding, the plane is divided into several connected regions, each of which is called a face. A face is called outer face if it is the unbound region, and it is called inner face otherwise. By definition, any drawing of a planar graph has only one outer face. Note that two distinct plane graphs can be isomorphic to the same planar graph. A planar graph is called outerplanar if it admits a plane embedding such that all vertices appear along its outer boundary. In this paper, we always represent an outerplanar graph by such a plane embedding.
Let H always denote a biconnected rooted outerplanar graph in this paper, and r denote the root of H. We represent H as a plane embedding such that all vertices appear along its outer boundary, and call such an embedding a block of H.
Lemma 1: H has at most two different blocks. Moreover, they are reflectively symmetric to each other around r.
Proof.
Since H is an outerplanar graph, there exists a block G such that the outer face f contains all the vertices. The facial cycle of the outer face f is simple since H is biconnected, and the edges in the cycle (i.e., outer edges) is unique since H is outerplanar. If there exists another block G with all the vertices on the outer face, then the outer face f of G is either same as f or reflectively symmetric to f around r, where r is the root of H. Hence there are at most two different blocks of H. They are of opposite orientation hence reflectively symmetric to each other.
In the rest of this paper, symmetry always means reflective symmetry around r. A graph H is called symmetric if its two blocks are the same plane embedding, and is called asymmetric otherwise. Let B 1 (resp., B 2 ) be the class of symmetric (resp., asymmetric) biconnected rooted outerplanar graphs. In this paper, we show the next result.
Theorem 2:
For given integers n ≥ 3 and g ≥ 3 and i ∈ {1, 2}, all blocks in B i with exactly n vertices such that the size of each inner face is at most g can be generated without delivering duplication or two symmetric copies of the same graph in O(1)-time delay in the worst case and in O(n) space.
Theorem 2 together with the scheme [14] , [15] implies that connected rooted outerplanar graphs can be generated in O(1)-time delay in the worst case. The resulting algorithm is considerably simpler than that proposed by Wang and Nagamochi [13] in the case where vertices are uncolored.
Let G always denote a block of H. ith leftmost (resp., rightmost) neighbor of r in G, and let
Similarly define the right wing W R and R * of G. The subgraph consisting of the vertices and edges in all inner faces incident to r is called the core of G. A vertex (resp., an edge) in the core is called a core vertex (resp., a core edge).
The common idea behind most of the recent efficient enumeration algorithms (e.g., [11] ) is to define a unique representation for each graph in a graph class as its "parent," which induces a rooted tree that connects all graphs in the class, called the family tree F , where each node in F corresponds to a graph in the class. Then all graphs in the class will be generated one by one according to the depth-first traversal of the family tree F . This is similar to the reverse search method [1] , which first requires to introduce an adjacency on pairs of graphs before choosing a graph onto which we move from a given graph. Time delay of an enumeration algorithm is a time bound between two consecutive outputs. To obtain an algorithm with a constant time delay in the worst case, not only the difference between two consecutive outputs is required to be O(1), but also any operation for examining symmetry and identifying the edges/vertices to be modified to get the next output needs to be executable in O(1) time.
Pseudo-Symmetry (p-Symmetry)
Note that a block is a plane embedding of a graph H such that all the vertices are on the outer face. Hence H has at most two different blocks, which are of different orientations. If H is symmetric around the root, then H has only one block. We represent a block by a sequence of operations starting from a simple graph which is called a seed. A total order is given between the operations, as well as between the seeds, so that we can always compare two sequences. To avoid generating two symmetric copies of the same graph H, we choose the block of H with the larger sequence to be the canonical form of H. Then a parent-child relationship is built between these canonical forms. Except for the seeds, a canonical form of a graph has a unique parent which is a canonical form of some other graph. Then we obtain a family tree of all the canonical forms and generate one by one in depth search manner.
We maintain the symmetry of a block in the sense that the parent of a symmetric/asymmetric block remains symmetric/asymmetric. However, describing a complete characterization of asymmetric blocks would require a large amount of inspection rules over graph structures, which could result in a further complicated set of rules of generating children. To achieve worst a case O(1)-delay between outputs, we can only focus on a small part of a canonical block. Hence we introduce a definition called pseudosymmetry (p-symmetry) for help. We decide a block is psymmetric or not by searching only the local area of it. A symmetric block have to be p-symmetric but an asymmetric block can also be p-symmetric. However, the parent-child relationship is well-defined so that by chasing the ancestor of an asymmetric block, there will always be some non psymmetric ancestor. On the other hand the parent of a non psymmetric block is always a non p-symmetric block, while the parent of a p-symmetric block can be both a p-symmetric block or a non p-symmetric block. Thus the family tree of symmetric and asymmetric blocks are separated. Each block will only be generated once, so will a graph.
To determine whether a block G is p-symmetric or not, only need to investigate v L * and v R * of G. If the structure of these two vertices are "almost the same", then we say that G is p-symmetric.
For (Fig. 1) ; otherwise v L i is said to be slim (Fig. 1) 
has an edge not in the core (Fig. 1) ; otherwise v L i is said to be weak (Fig. 1 Let u and v be two nonroot core vertices. We say that u (Fig. 4) . If a graph H has no left heavy block G, then H is said to be pseudo-symmetric (p-symmetric, for short) (Figs. 6 and 7) . A left heavy block of H is unique. Without loss of generality, in the rest of the paper, non p-symmetric graphs are represented by left heavy blocks as their canonical forms. Note that H being not psymmetric implies that H is asymmetric, but p-symmetry does not imply symmetry. Now canonical block is defined by the left heavy block for non p-symmetric graphs. For a p-symmetric graph, we do not hurry defining a canonical block. Instead, we define its parent first by applying symmetric operations. These symmetric operations will not change a symmetric graph into an asymmetric graph or reverse. They are well-defined such that after finitely many times of these symmetric operations, an asymmetric graph will become a non p-symmetric graph.
Parents
The idea of generating all the blocks in B i , i = 1, 2 one by one, is to define a unique parent for each block and then get a family tree of B i in which each node represents a graph in B i . Although the parent of a graph G is uniquely defined, different graphs can share a same parent. This implies that a graph G may have more than one child.
Since we want to impose an upper bound on the face size, we define parents carefully so that they get closer to a fan (which has the least face sizes) without increasing the size of any inner face.
We will define the seeds first, for which no parent is defined. The seeds are the roots of the family trees of symmetric and asymmetric canonical blocks. In other words, any canonical block has a seed as its ancestor. Then two kinds of operations are introduced. One is called unilateral operations, the other bilateral operations. Bilateral operations change a block symmetrically so that the symmetry/asymmetry of the block is maintained, while unilateral operations only change one side of a block so that the left heaviness is maintained.
Seeds
The following blocks are defined to be the seeds for which no parents are defined. Seed S1(i), i = 1, . . . , n/2 − 1: (Fig. 2 (a) (Fig. 2 (b) ) Seed S3: a fan. (Fig. 2 (c) )
Both seeds S1 and S2 are for generating asymmetric blocks in B 1 , while seed S3 is for generating symmetric blocks in B 2 .
Unilateral Operations
Let G be a non p-symmetric block other than a seed. To keep the asymmetry, we use operations that preserve the left heaviness of G. These kinds of operations are called unilateral operations. They are applied to the lighter (right) side only. U1
and v L * is weak (Fig. 3 (b) ): add an edge joining r and v L * +1 (= v R * +1 ), remove v L 1 , and append a vertex to W R joining it to r and v R 1 ( Fig. 3 (a) ). U2
and v L * has only one noncore neighbor ( Fig. 3 (d) ): remove edge (v L * , v R * ), apply operation U1 * (Fig. 3 (c) ). † In this paper, left heaviness is defined for only non psymmetric block differently from the definition in [12] . 
U3
* . When the conditions for U1 * and U2 * are not satisfied and v R * is fat (Fig. 4 (b) and (d)): add an edge joining r and v R * +1 (Fig. 4 (a) and (c) ). U4 * . When the conditions for U1 * and U2 * are not satisfied and v R * is slim (Fig. 5 (b) ): remove edge (v R * , v R * +1 ), and then apply operation U3 * (Fig. 5 (a) ).
In operation U4 * , v R * cannot be weak since it is already slim.
For a nonseed G, apply exactly one of the following operations to get a parent. Note that the seeds S1 and S2 are all the blocks that one step before becoming a fan, if we apply unilateral operations to asymmetric seeds, we will get a fan.
Bilateral Operations
For a p-symmetric nonseed G, we apply unilateral opera- tions to both sides at the same time. These are called bilateral operations. After a bilateral operation, the parent may become not p-symmetric.
B1
* . When | f R * | ≥ 4 ( Fig. 6 (b) ): apply operation U3 * to both sides (Fig. 6 (a) ).
B2
* . When | f R * | = 3 and v R * is strong (Fig. 7 (b) ): apply operation U4
* to both sides ( Fig. 7 (a) ). Note that when f L * = f R * , operation B1 * applied to both sides actually removes the same edge (Fig. 6 (d) and (c) ). Similarly for B2 * (Fig. 7 (d) and (c)).
Lemma 3:
A nonseed block G has a unique parent block G . Moreover G is left heavy if G is left heavy.
Proof. Given a nonseed block G, it is easy to verify that G fits exactly one of the conditions for the six operations U1 * , Fig. 4 Unilateral operations U3 * . U2 * , U3 * , U4 * , B1 * and B2 * . Hence G has a unique parent G obtained by applying the operation.
During each of the operations, no outer edge is removed or becomes an inner edge. This implies that the connectivity of the block will never reduce to one and every vertex remains outer. Only during operations U1 * U2 * , U4
* and B2 * , a new edge is added to G. The condition of each operation makes sure that no multiple edge is created. Hence G is also a block of an outerplanar graph.
If G is left heavy, only unilateral operations are allowed to be applied on G. Operations U1 * and U2 * increase the right wing but do not change the number of vertices in the left wing, hence G obtained by these two operations remains left heavy as long as G is not a fan. Operations U3 * and U4
* make the left wing unchanged while they either enlarge the right wing or keep it unchanged. Hence G obtained by these two operations are also left heavy as long as G is not a fan. The asymmetric seeds are all of those blocks one step before becoming a fan. Hence each nonseed block G has a unique parent block.
Lemma 4:
A nonseed block G has a seed as its ancestor.
Proof. Both bilateral operations U1
* and U2 * increase the number of vertices adjacent to the root r, and they do not change the symmetry/asymmetry of G. When all the vertices are adjacent to r, the block G is a fan, since no other edge can exist as G is a biconnected outerplanar graph. Hence any symmetric block G will finally become a fan after bilateral operations.
On the other hand an asymmetric block G will become a non p-symmetric block after finitely many bilateral operations, since otherwise it would become a fan, which implies that during the application of bilateral operations, an asymmetric block becomes symmetric, and this is impossible because all bilateral operations change the block symmetrically.
For a non p-symmtric block G, operations U1 * and U2 * increase the number of vertices in the wings. Operation U3 * cannot be applied consecutively without increasing the number of vertices in the right wing. Operation U4 * decreases the degree of v R * , which will finally change it into a vertex in the right wing after finitely many times. If we apply the operations till none can be applied anymore even if it is one of the asymmetric seeds, then as the wings enlarged, the block will become a fan at last. The asymmetric seeds are all of The number k increases after any kind of operations is applied. The depth of the family tree is hence bounded by the number of vertices.
Children
A block G is a child of a block G if and only if G is the par- ent of G . Let C(G) denote the set of all the children of G. By applying the reverse operations of U1 * , U2 * , U3 * , U4 * , B1
* and B2 * to G, we can obtain all the children of G. The reverse operation is also called unilateral (resp., bilateral) if the operation for defining parents is unilateral (resp., bilateral) as the operations for parents, the bilateral operations for children
Unilateral Operations
The unilateral operations for generating children are given as follows. For a non p-symmetric block G (which is left heavy), we obtain its children as follows. U1. When f L * = f R * and | f L * | = 3 and R * −L * ≥ 2 ( Fig. 3 (a) (Fig. 3 (b) ). U2. When f L * = f R * and | f L * | = 3 and R * −L * ≥ 2 ( Fig. 3 (c) ): apply U1 and add an inner edge (v L * , v R * ) (Fig. 3 (d) ). U3(i), i ∈ {L * + 2, . . . , R * + 1}. When R * − L * ≥ 2: remove edge (r, v R i ), where U3(R * + 1) is performed only when v R * is slim (Fig. 4) . (Fig. 5) , where U4(L * + 1) is performed only when v L * +1 is fat; U4(R * + 1) is performed only when v R * +1 is slim.
Bilateral Operations
The bilateral operations for generating children are given as follows. (Fig. 6 ). Only one edge is removed when v (Fig. 6 (c) and (d) ). Note that once a bilateral operations is applied to a block G, G will become p-symmetric, and then no unilateral operations can be applied to G, because no parent is p-symmetric if its child is not p-symmetric.
Lemma 5: Operations U1, U2, U3, U4, B1 and B2 generate all the biconnected rooted outerplanar graphs with exactly n vertices correctly.
Proof. Only need to show that the six operations generate all the children of a graph G. Suppose that G is obtained from G by U3
* . The edge added to G to get G is (r, v R * ). Let k = R * in G, by applying U3(k) to G , we can obtain G. Similarly for U1, U2, U4, B1 and B2. We can treat the other cases in a similar way, and omit the details.
To control the size of faces, we only need to include conditions to prevent performing operations that makes the size of some inner face greater than a prescribed bound g.
Algorithms
We are now ready to describe algorithms for generating all biconnected rooted outerplanar graphs containing n vertices.
Procedure Gen performs all applicable unilateral operations to a given non p-symmetric block G, and performs all applicable bilateral operations to both p-symmetric and non p-symmetric blocks G.
Starting from seed S3, procedure Sym generates all symmetric blocks by applying bilateral operations.
Procedure Sym(n, g) Input: Two integers n ≥ 3 and g ≥ 3.
Output: All symmetric blocks with exactly n vertices. begin Let G be the seed S3 with n vertices; Gen(G, (n − 1)/2 , (n − 1)/2 ) end.
Starting from seeds S1 and S2, procedure Asym generates all asymmetric blocks by applying both unilateral and bilateral operations. Note that seeds S1 and S2 being left heavy implies that all the graphs generated by Asym are left heavy before they become p-symmetric.
Procedure Asym(n) Input: An integer n ≥ 3. Output: All asymmetric blocks with exactly n vertices.
If G is p-symmetric, then only bilateral operations can be applied to G. If G is not p-symmetric, both bilateral and unilateral operations are applicable. Once a bilateral operation is applied, G becomes p-symmetric. Since all asymmetric graphs finally become one of the seeds S1 or S2 by Lemma 4, Asym generates all the asymmetric graphs. Each line of Gen(G, L * , R * ) can be executed in O(1) time. Some execution of an operation may fail to generate any new child if the conditions are not satisfied. However, an iteration in each of the for loops may fail only for the largest possible i. Hence the total number of failures is bounded by O(1) in each call of Gen. For the recursive process, we use the odd-even output method [12] . Output before the recursion if the recursive depth is odd, otherwise output after the recursion. Hence there will only be a delay of O(1) time during the recursion.
As mentioned before that the depth of the family tree is of O(n), and the data structures needed are the sequence of blocks from the root block to the current block G and the core structure (degree and size of faces) of G. Then the space complexity of our algorithm is O(n).
Since the algorithm stars from a seed, of which size of any inner face is at most four, we can add conditions before applying bilateral or unilateral operations to bound the face sizes.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we proposed O(1)-time delay algorithms for generating all rooted outerplanar graphs with exactly n vertices such that the size of each inner face is bounded by an integer g. We can generate symmetric outerplanar graphs and asymmetric outerplanar graphs separately. It is left as future works to extend the result to the case where vertices are colored and vertex degrees are also bounded.
